Chelsea Wright
P.O. Box 691
Tucson, AZ 85702
Davita Mueller, Title VI Coordinator
Sun Tran
3920 N. Sun Tran Blvd.
Tucson, AZ 85705
August 24, 2019

Re: COM # 81591
Dear Davita,
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 does not specifically outlaw discriminatory
actions towards people based on biological sex. However, this does not bar
accountability for Sun Tran to retreat into full compliance with federal law. Caucasian
women have been targeted for sexual harassment in advertising based on sexo-racial
hatred; the fact that white people perpetrate hate crimes reserved specifically for white
women does not make it any less of a racially motivated crime.
Title IX of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is interpreted to be about women’s rights
to education. Does federal law asserting our civil rights have to spell out that female
adolescents taking the bus to school have the protection of the law from harassment
based on their biological sex in order for Sun Tran to stop perpetrating it, or, can you
simply realize your crime and swiftly take action to stop your commitment to it?
Revenge by steering consumer demand for human trafficking towards Caucasian
women is nothing more than punitive victim-blaming for failing to triumph over
patriarchy with the all-mighty power of their white privilege. Caucasian women have
been slaves for thousands of years just the same as women of color have. White women
gained the right to vote in this country along with black women.
People with pedophilia, the customers of human trafficking, have promoted
racism for millennia to engender, “Take them, not me,” as the people around them were
terrorized into placating with the sacrifice of their neighbors. Racism has been used as a
social excuse to hide pedophilia as the driving force of all slavery.
All crimes of slavery have always been motivated by sexual violence. The lies in
our history books about slavery perpetrated solely as economic oppression have been
tolerated because of the profoundly deep shame of victims and their descendants.

Caucasian women with elite socio-economic privilege do not fight against racism
because they have pedophilia. They want to promote the lie that any person without
pedophilia would hate someone based on the color of their skin, because they enjoy
making underfoot people feel worthless. They may make a public show of embracing
multi-cultural and multi-racial equality, but it is only their sisters of color with
pedophilia that they offer their hands to.
It is true that with privilege comes responsibility and that anyone with socioeconomic privilege has a responsibility inherent this this privilege to fight against
exploitation and forcible profiteering. I avow that no Caucasian woman in this country
has ever sanctioned racism for the purpose of maintaining an economic advantage
unless she was a woman with pedophilia.
Is Sun Tran really going to be so bold as to action that because federal law does
not specifically state they are not allowed to perpetrate harassment on female
passengers with their advertising that there is no compelling reason to quit promoting
sexo-racial hatred?
Best regards,
Chelsea Wright

